programs 2022

for young adults
on the autism spectrum

ticks all the boxes
strength-based programs
evidence-based curriculum
creative play
inclusive, safe environment
peer mentor role modelling
role-playing
capacity & special interest streaming
individualised coaching
themed programs for social skill generalisation
individual participant evaluation

chill programs 2022

Why
Chill?
Social ability crosses into all areas of life. Our ability to work with
others, our ability to study with others, our ability to live with others
and our ability to be independent socially.

For days, times and program costs go to
codeblueforautism.com.au/programs
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Journey

Peer mentor support

Learning social skills is just the beginning. It’s
transferring these skills into everyday life that is crucial
for social independence. It’s a journey and for most,
one that is lifelong.

Research shows that social behaviour can be learned
through observing, copying, practising, repetition, and
role-play.

Participants begin the journey in Chill foundation and
then progress to Chill plus. Most participants remain
in Chill plus indefinitely and enrol in at least 1-2 themed
Chill programs for skill generalisation.

Chill environment
A supportive, nurturing and respectful environment is
crucial for our young adults. Chill is all about making
connections and finding your tribe.

Themed programs
Transferring social skills into everyday life is the holy
grail. Ask any of our participants or their loved ones!
Code Blue has designed a suite of themed programs
as a practice zone for social skill consolidation and
generalisation. The more you do, the better
you get at it!
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Highly skilled peer mentors support participants as
fellow travellers on the Chill journey, providing the
crucial ingredient of peer social role modelling.

Creative play
It’s simple. The benefits are endless. Play triggers the
release of endorphins, the body’s natural feel-good
chemicals. Endorphins promote an overall sense of
well-being. Creative play helps to reduce stress and
depression and can improve brain function. Play
stimulates our minds and boosts creativity. Play helps
us to connect with others and feel more confident to
take social risks. Creative play is an essential part of
social skills development.

Industry experts
Industry experts head our themed programs. Whether
it’s our nerdy mechatronics engineer for Chill Robotics
or French chef, Sebastian for Chill on the Grill, they all
bring the expertise to ensure the programs are relevant,
accessible and fun.

find
your
tribe!

[ ch - il - eee ]
noun:
a member of the chill tribe
a member of the chill family
young adult on the spectrum who does chill programs
a young adult who understands chill skills
a young adult who takes social risks!

Pre-requisites

Evaluation

All participants start their journey in Chill foundation.
On successful completion, participants move into Chill
plus where most will stay on indefinitely throughout
their social skills journey. Participants can enrol in any
themed program provided they are participating in
foundation or plus programs.

At enrolment, each participant’s strengths, needs and
goals are identified as target areas for focus and
growth.

For days, times and program costs go to
codeblueforautism.com.au/programs

During the term, progress is monitored, and feedback
is provided to each participant’s family/carer and
referring health professional through a comprehensive
evaluation and observational reporting process.
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About

Program features

The Chill Foundation program is Code Blue’s entry level,
social skills program where everyone starts their Chill
journey.

• concept of social skills
• the rules of conversations
• trading information
• finding common interests
• good questions to ask?
• are you listening?
• reciprocation
• starting a conversation
• how to join & leave a conversation
• group conversations
• phone conversations
• body boundaries & language
• voice volume | eye contact | energy
• giving a compliment
• rejection
• handling a disagreement
• dating
• empathy

Participants are streamed into groups based on
their current social skills and capacity. Streaming
maximizes the opportunity for participants to connect
with like-minded peers, acquire new social skills while
establishing new friendships.
Supported by peer mentors the workshops use
creative play, video demonstrations, role playing and
social situation rehearsals. Following a term of Chill
Foundation most participants move into Chill Plus.

Benefits
• establishing and developing new friendships
• feeling less socially isolated
• increased self-confidence
• improved self-esteem
• improved sense of identity
• emerging & consolidation of social skills
• find your tribe
• lots of fun!

2.5-hour workshop | once a week | 10-week term | 4 terms a year
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About

Program features

Becoming socially independent is a journey. The
Chill Foundation program has set the scene where
participants learn that social skills are paramount to
everything we do in life.

• consolidate emerging skills from foundation program
• generalise skills in more complex social scenarios
• telling anecdotes
• sarcasm | double meanings
• common sayings & their meanings
• organising a get-together
• difficult people
• first impressions
• respecting difference
• small talk
• social stamina | social currency
• conversation starters and enders
• perspective checking and more
• social media / online chat & messaging

Now it’s time to start practising, consolidating and
generalising so that these skills become second
nature. Chill Plus also challenges participants with
more complex social scenarios with a key focus on
storytelling and recounting anecdotes. Chill Plus
nurtures new friendships formed between participants
and mentors in the foundation program. Chill Plus also
gives every participant’s social stamina a real workout!

Benefits
• social skill practise, consolidation & generalisation
• growing repertoire of personal stories & anecdotes
• increased self-confidence
• improved self -insight
• reduced social isolation
• long-term friendship building with peer mentors &
fellow participants
• improved social stamina

2.5-hour workshop | once a week | 10-week term | 4 terms a year

For days, times and program costs go to
codeblueforautism.com.au/programs
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About

Program features

Chill on the Grill is an online home-based interactive
and peer mentor assisted cooking program.

• organisation skills
• reading, processing & following recipes
• basic preparation skills of chopping, slicing & peeling
• roasting, baking, frying, steaming, boiling
• plating a meal
• sharing a meal
• cleaning up
• nutrition facts for each meal
• safety & hygiene

Chef instructor Sebastian and his team of foodie peer
mentors deliver this dynamic program on Zoom where
each session focuses on simple but healthy gourmet
recipes that motivate even the most reluctant to develop
independence in the kitchen. Simple instructions,
modelling and visual/verbal prompting techniques are
used to ensure success for each participant.
Each week, recipes for 2 dishes (dinner and desert)
and a shopping list (with graphics) is emailed to the
participant. Peer mentor support is provided online
throughout the cooking class and 1:1 support (in
home) can be provided to participants who reside in
the Brisbane metropolitan area (limited availability).
Many families engage a support worker to assist their
participant at home. Each week the class culminates
in a shared meal online where conversation about the
cooking experience brings participants together.

Benefits
• independence in the kitchen
• skill acquisition & generalisation in your own kitchen
• understanding nutrition & healthy food choices
• cook for family & friends
• increased confidence & self-esteem
• social, social, social!
• food and kitchen safety
• hygiene

Chill on the Grill is all about learning and generalising
skills in your own kitchen, in your own home.
And families enjoy a beautifully prepared dinner once a
week!

2.5-hour workshop | once a week | 10-week term | 4 terms a year
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About

Program features

Chill Money is a hands-on interactive program that
addresses the essential life skill of managing money.
The program ensures that each participant develops
the necessary knowledge and understanding of money,
learns the skills required to manage their money and
practises the behaviours that lead to healthy money
habits. Chill Money uses a variety of learning formats
including peer group problem solving activities, roleplays and real-life simulations in both workshop and
community settings. Like all Chill themed programs,
social skills are paramount when managing money.

• needs versus wants
• value of money
• money comes in | money goes out
• bills
• budgeting & saving
• credit
• money advice
• good habits | bad habits
• banking
• money personalities
• simulated activities include finding and applying for a
rental property | weekend away budget | party budget
| grocery budget | sales & deals | gift purchasing |
budget for trip/car and more.

Benefits
• understanding key money concepts
• manage money day to day with a simple budget
• planning to save
• appropriate spending
• trusted source for money advice
• making informed decisions
• grow in self-confidence with handling money
• increased social independence
• improved self-confidence when handling money
• less reliance on family

2.5-hour workshop | once a week | 20-week semester | 2 semesters per year

For days, times and program costs go to
codeblueforautism.com.au/programs
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About

Benefits

Chill Sport is an innovative, coaching program that
focuses on exercise through games to achieve improved
physical and cognitive abilities. Physical exercise
enhances physical and emotional well-being, and, in
this program, participants learn a variety of exercises
and games that promote physical strength, mobility,
balance and stability. Games include indoor soccer,
netball, basketball, and touch football. This is a highly
fun program for all levels of fitness. All participants
receive a customised Chill jersey to wear throughout the
term.

• improved fitness
• improved cognitive ability
• increased self-confidence
• peer mentor driven
• improved mood & self-esteem
• team friendships
• reduced stress and anxiety
• improved memory
• find your tribe
• fun!

Program features
• stability and strength
• balance
• mobility
• hand-eye coordination
• teamwork & camaraderie
• how to be a good winner and a good loser
• generosity
• perseverance
• social skills gold!

2-hour workshop | once a week | 10-week term | 4 terms a year
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About

Program features

Activities of daily living [ADLs] are the skills and habits
necessary for independent living. Chill Life is an
innovative, intensive life skills’ coaching program that
focuses on the key skills a young adult needs to be able
to transition from partial to full independence. Peer
mentoring is a crucial element to this program providing
young adults with the necessary role models [other
than family members or carers] to facilitate daily living
skill acquisition.

• whole of life perspective
• preparation for living independently
• learning key ADLs
• simplified tasks with achievable steps
• task sequencing
• task perseverance & stamina
• organisational skills
• setting routines
• using checklists & planners
• motivation to become independent

Benefits
• growth in independence for moving out of home
• increased self-confidence
• more ownership and control of everyday life
• peer mentor role modelling
• less reliance on parents & carers
• growth in problem solving skills
• increased self-esteem
• improvement in chore stamina
• teamwork

You will learn
• sorting, washing, hanging, folding, putting away &
ironing clothes • emptying & loading dishwasher
• washing up • cleaning kitchen benches • managing
fridge contents • how to choose fruit and vegetables
• how to speed-tidy • making and attending
appointments • ordering takeaway • booking a
restaurant • what to wear and when • how to buy gifts
and how much to spend • wrapping a present
• changing a light bulb • setting and clearing a table
• concept of time & application to daily living • making a
bed • washing a car • planning the week • shopping lists
• organising a get together • reading maps & following
directions • hygiene & grooming •

2.5-hour workshop | once a week | 20-week semester | 2 semesters per year

For days, times and program costs go to
codeblueforautism.com.au/programs
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About

Program features

Facilitated by visual arts coaches, Chill Art uses
creative mediums such as painting, illustration,
printmaking, and collage to encourage abstract
thinking, sensory regulation, self-expression, fine motor
skills and social communication. Some participants are
avid artists but for many, this is their first brush with
art, so experience is not necessary. Chill Art is highly
individualised, and project based. The studios provide a
calm, creative and relaxed setting to support social skill
transference.

• self-expression
• aligning visual art elements & principles with individual
goals in social skills & art practice
• critique and feedback
• appreciation of difference
• task perseverance
• problem solving
• sensory regulation
• visual storytelling

Techniques & mediums
• painting - watercolour, acrylic oil
• illustration & drawing - pencil, ink, crayon, charcoal,
pastel, markers, chalk
• printmaking - intaglio, lino, woodcut, monoprinting
• collage - paper, foods, found objects
• sculpture - clay | paper-mache | wire | found objects
• portraiture
• art journaling

Benefits
• establishing and developing new friendships
• feeling less socially isolated
• increased self-insight
• improved self-esteem
• improved fine motor skills
• task perseverance while working independently
• sensory integration
• reduced anxiety in social environment
• improved social communication
• problem solving
• learning through observing
• appreciation of difference
• transference of social skills
• fun!

2.5-hour workshop | once a week | 10-week term | 4 terms a year
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About

Benefits

Chill Tunes is a creative voice program specifically
designed to use all forms of song as a platform for
social skill development. Facilitated by professionally
trained vocalists, the program focuses on chorus, solo
singing, vocal production and ensemble storytelling
through lyrics and music. A wide variety of music
genres are explored throughout the program including
acapella, pop, classical, rap and jazz. Like all Chill
programs, Chill tunes offers a supportive, respectful
environment that fosters connections and friendships.

• it’s a workout toning abdominal and intercostal
muscles
• increases aerobic capacity & stamina
• improves posture
• boosts immune system
• releases endorphins, boosting mood
• broadens expressive language
• stimulates insight into the meaning of words
• reduces stress
• improves concentration & memory
• improves self-confidence
• ensemble work is teamwork
• social gold!

Program features
• finding your voice
• breathing
• support & posture
• your range & register
• listening to others
• endurance
• creating tone
• sound placement & range
• harmony
• musicianship
• performance
• ensemble work
• transference of social skills

Singing provides catharsis across the full emotional
spectrum. It can give a directly experienced, felt sense
of happiness. It’s a mood lifter & antidepressant with no
side effects. And it’s not news to health professionals
that mental & physical health are intimately linked.
Journal of Music Therapy: Vol. 36, No. 2, pp. 125–143. Singing as a
Therapeutic Agent, in The Etude, 1891—1949 Bryan C. Hunter, PhD, MTBCaa Nazareth College, Rochester, New York.

2-hour workshop | once a week | 10-week term | 4 terms a year

For days, times and program costs go to
codeblueforautism.com.au/programs
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About

Program features

Chill on Stage is a unique, creative program that uses
drama, movement, dance, music, song, clowning,
mime, and improvisation as a platform for social skills
development. Chill on Stage challenges participants to
take risks socially, to discover who they are, and to view
their lives from another perspective. Simultaneously,
it provides a holistic experience where social skills are
integrated in the real-time experience of putting on a
show!

• improvisation & role-playing
• sociodrama & scripting
• acting | clowning | mime | dance | song
• humour
• storytelling
• reading the audience
• ensemble teamwork
• dress rehearsal for life!

Intensive program
Once a year in January the Chill on Stage intensive
program takes place. This is a 2-week program (6 hours
per day for 2 weeks). The ensemble devises scripts
from their own experiences and interests or choose an
existing script from our library of fun works, rehearse,
and then perform live on stage in a professionally
produced theatre show. Many Chill on Stage intensive
program participants describe the 2 weeks as life
changing, while family and friends comment on
the incredible emotional growth their participant
experiences.

Benefits
• consolidation and generalisation of social skills
• increased self-confidence
• improved self-insight
• growth in independence
• reduced anxiety & social isolation
• gains in emotional development
• new friendships
• transference of social skills
• find your tribe
• so much fun!

2.5-hour workshop | once a week | 10-week term | 4 terms a year
Intensive program | January | 2 weeks | 9am-3pm daily | performance on last evening
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About

Program features

Storytelling is at the heart of all human connection,
and at Code Blue whether it is Chill Foundation, Chill
plus or one of our other programs, we are always
scaffolding and supporting our Chillies to tell their story
or recount an experience so that their voice is heard.
Writing allows us to express ourselves, our thoughts,
experiences, ideas and feelings and this medium is
a fantastic vehicle for our young adults to express
themselves. Creative writing is known to enhance our
ability to change our patterns of thinking (when we
need to). Young adults on the spectrum view the world
differently and through creative writing can express
how they experience life, a gift for all of us! You do
not need to have a creative writing background or
even any writing skill as such, just a desire to use your
imagination and be heard.

• self-expression
• tell your story | anecdotes
• poetry | rap | free flow | narrative |
• individual project-based
• imagination into words
• characterisation
• themes | plots

Did you know that research has found creative
writing to have a direct impact on neurological health
particularly memory enhancement?

Benefits
• growth in self-confidence
• improved self-awareness
• increased ability to change direction in thinking
• improvement in executive functioning specifically
• flexible thinking, planning and implementing asks
• improved memory
• heightened sense of belonging
• improves cognitive functioning
• authentic sense of achievement and pride
• increased social connections and friendships
• transference of social skills

2.5-hour workshop | once a week | 10-week term | 4 terms a year

For days, times and program costs go to
codeblueforautism.com.au/programs
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About

Benefits

Chill Moves is a creative dance program that uses
dance and creative movement as a platform for social
skill development. Facilitated by professional dancers,
Chill Moves uses dance games, creative movement,
dance technique and routines to explore a myriad of
dance genres from the 1920’s to jazz, hip hop, funk,
modern pop and many more.

• consolidation & generalisation of social skills
• increased self–confidence
• improved self-awareness
• improved balance and strength
• growth in independence
• reduced social isolation
• improved cognition
• gains in emotional development & self-expression
• boosts mood
• growth in problem solving skills while boosting memory
• growth in coordination, muscle tone, endurance &
physical strength
• friendship-forming
• so much fun!

Program features
• creativity & movement as self-expression
• dance technique
• use of space & time
• proprioception
• repertoire
• choreography
• learning & recalling routines
• improvisation
• music genres & dance

A 2003 study in the New England Journal of Medicine
by researchers at the Albert Einstein College of
Medicine discovered that dance can decidedly improve
brain health. Other studies show that dance helps
reduce stress, increases levels of the feel-good hormone
serotonin, and helps develop new neural connections,
especially in regions involved in executive function,
long-term memory, and spatial recognition.

1.5-hour workshop | once a week | 10-week term | 4 terms a year
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About

Program features

Chill Woodwork is a hands-on, interactive program that
focuses on learning basic carpentry and woodworking
skills needed to make small projects like a fidget spinner,
cutting board, mini skateboard pike, storage chest,
shelves or billy cart. Participants will learn the correct
way to use, carry and store several different hand and
power tools throughout the program.

• kinaesthetic learning
• small project design & planning
• problem solving
• safe & effective tool use
• measuring | cutting | sawing
• drilling | sanding | finishing
• gluing |sharpening | joining
• task perseverance to completion
• creativity & mathematical thinking

Experienced, professional instructors lead the workshop
that is supervised by a Chill facilitator and peer
mentor support is provided at a 1:2 ratio. High quality
woodworking tools and equipment is provided in the
enormous open studio that houses two half built timber
houses!
The eager participant (once their skills and competency
are established), in subsequent terms, can choose to
work on a large group project such as building stairs
or a wall for one of the resident partially constructed
timber houses or a project of their choice.
Participants are provided with a chippie getting started
kit that includes a tool belt with hammer, tape measure,
carpentry pencil and safety glasses.

Benefits
• acquire skills in construction
• satisfaction of project completion
• sense of achievement & pride
• improved fine & gross motor skills
• reduce stress & anxiety
• reduced social isolation
• increased self-confidence
• making new friends
• engaged in employable skills
• transference of social skills
• might become your new hobby!
Did you know that working with wood has physiological
and psychological benefits that mimic the effect of
spending time outside in nature?

2-hour workshop | once a week | 10-week term | 4 terms a year

For days, times and program costs go to
codeblueforautism.com.au/programs
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About

Program features

One of the most common and popular interests among
young adults on the autism spectrum is film & television.
Vloggers, YouTubers, and Instagram content makers
are at the centre of the creative social networks of
millennials and participation in these creative and
potentially lucrative platforms is a great way to
connect, be heard and build skills.

• storyboarding
• film scriptwriting
• develop stories for screen media on a low budget
• film production process
• photography & videography
• camera & video editing techniques
• team-based production
• DIY filmmaking techniques

Chill on Screen is a hands-on interactive program that
offers participants the opportunity to learn and practise
different filmmaking skills and techniques. Some of
these skills include storytelling, scriptwriting, camera
operating, video editing and more. Filmmaking can be
an exorbitantly expensive venture however this program
coaches participants in how to create content using
common domestic equipment such as a smart phone,
laptop and internet.

Benefits
• new skill acquisition
• self-expression through creative process
• transferring social skills to special interest area
• improved self confidence
• make new friends
• increase task & social stamina
• find your tribe

2-hour workshop | once a week | 10-week term | 4 terms a year
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Program features

About
Chill Robotics is all about problem solving, innovating,
and creating through designing, constructing and
programming robots. This program has been designed
for participants to explore and learn about the different
aspects of programming and robotics through projectbased activities.
The program begins by introducing the foundational
elements of coding and circuitry where participants will
tackle a variety of problem-solving activities to cement
these key concepts. Then participants will move into the
second phase of designing, assembling, programming,
and bringing to life their own robotic creation. A
robotic engineer expert leads the workshops that
are supervised by a Chill facilitator and peer mentor
support at a 1:2 ratio.

• user input/output
• program commands
• workflows
• robot design, electronics & mechatronics principles
• creative problem-solving skills
• critical thinking
• fine motor skills
• task determination & persistence
• digital literacy
• teamwork

Benefits
• problem solving skills
• improved fine motor skills
• learning employable skills
• collaboration & teamwork
• sense of achievement & pride
• increased self-confidence
• making new peer connections
• reduced social isolation
• transfer social skills to special interest

2-hour workshop | once a week | 10-week term | 4 terms a year

For days, times and program costs go to
codeblueforautism.com.au/programs
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About

Tuesday nights with Paroz!

The Chill Out program has been designed to provide
opportunities for enrolled Chill participants to
consolidate their social skills in a large variety of
recreational activities and settings. Chill Out provides
the opportunity for participants to establish and extend
friendships outside of the workshop setting.

The Chill tribe catches up online as variety show host
Paroz causes chaos and fun, with comedy videos,
youtube, competitions, movies, music clips, special
guests and more! Watch him make a chocolate cake
with his feet!

Chill weekends
Benefits
• consolidate and generalise your social skills in many
different settings
• enjoy a safe environment of respect and authentic
inclusion
• establish and grow friendships
• have fun in a peer supported environment
• experience social independence
• step out with a group of peers without relying on
family support
• have fun!

3-hour get togethers on weekends.

Club Chill
Monthly get together themed nights for a whole year.

Chill getaways
Friday to Sunday | 2 nights away

Chill adventures
10-day adventures both in Australia and overseas
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About

Program features

Chill Online is an interactive, home-based, online
social skills coaching program for young adults in rural
and remote Australia. Using Zoom, our facilitators
and peer mentors provide a safe and respectful
online environment for participants to learn social
skills, experience authentic connection and inclusion.
Participants are streamed into groups according to
their current social skills and capacity. Streaming
maximizes the opportunity for participants to connect
with like-minded peers, acquire new social skills
while establishing new friendships. Supported by
peer mentors the workshops use creative play, video
demonstrations, role playing and social situation
rehearsals making the program highly engaging.

• Chill Online utilises the foundation and plus program
curriculum highlighted on pages 2 and 3.

Benefits
• access to programs and community while living
remotely
• establishing and developing new friendships
• feeling less socially isolated
• increased self-confidence
• improved self-esteem
• improved sense of identity
• emerging & consolidation of social skills
• increased social stamina
• find your tribe
• lots of fun!

2-hour workshop | once a week | 10-week term | 4 terms a year

For days, times and program costs go to
codeblueforautism.com.au/programs
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What do people
think of Chill?
“ I hope you understand what a change
you and your team has made to our
lives (apart from Christmas when we
were dying for Chill to start again). ”

Anna Markey

“ Chill has been a life saver for Shivum

“ Hayden is really loving Chill Art; he

who has made amazing progress and
was on the brink of a complete mental
breakdown just before he started Chill.
Many, many thanks and we really love
the Chill family :) ”

always has a spring in his step on a
Tuesday morning! You guys at Chill are
absolutely amazing, and I thank you for
your dedication, passion and heart. ”

Kalpana Patel

Kirsty Stevens

“ Another good news story resulting from Chill. This week Tim’s AFL umpire training recommenced on
Monday and Wednesday nights. Tim was somewhat disappointed to miss Chill with Paroz, not once but
two nights! His dad took Tim to training and reported seeing Tim confidently greeting and mixing with the
other team members. Previously, he has stood back quietly and only joined in when invited. Afterwards he
said, yeah, I missed Chill but got to use my chill skills for real. His sense of confidence and connection was
evident. Just wanted to share this little anecdote that gladdens this mum’s heart. Thanks for all you do. ”

Bronwyn Parsons
“ Becoming a ‘Chillie’ has been incredibly beneficial for my son; attending the program has equipped
him with an essential set of tools when approaching social situations that previously have felt intimidating
for him. The inclusiveness and warmth of the group could be felt from the first minute, and it’s obvious the
Chill staff are really invested in supporting the young people they work with. The Chill Out social group
has also provided opportunities for Brodie to practice his developing social skills in a safe and supported
environment. Most importantly, Brodie arrives home after every Chill event with a big smile! ”

Lisa Napier

“ I just can’t begin to tell you the joy Ken (and the rest of us) gets out of Chill on the Grill each week.
Everything about the program is brilliant... he’s just always so excited that he can’t help himself! They
leave the kitchen better than any other family member when finished... But the whole family has rejoiced
and celebrated Kenneth’s hard work in the kitchen, and you can feel Ken’s pride in what he is sharing. It is
truly a joyous program. I don’t want the term to end! I can’t speak highly enough about the fabulous Lucy
(mentor) too! I just love and so appreciate everything you do! ”

Mary-Jeanne Hutchinson
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“Chill is world class”
Prof Tony Attwood
Opinion leader - autism spectrum disorders

For days, times and program costs go to
codeblueforautism.com.au/programs
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07 3154 2300

admin@codeblueforautism.com.au

/codeblueforautism
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Lifeline Australia Crisis Support

Autism Awareness Australia

Beyond Blue

13 11 14 (24hrs)

autismawareness.com.au

1300 224 636

lifeline.org.au

beyondblue.org.au

